
HIDRO DUE  

Hidro Duo was born over 40 years ago and has developed over time its specialization 

and professionalism in the restructuring and construction, plant engineering, hydraulic 

and electrical sectors. The strength of the company comes from the complete 

dedication to the customer, who always finds the availability of the staff and the 

solution to every problem or need. These skills brought over the years to an important 

word of mouth describing us as a reliable and prepared company. 

The company provides all the first contact services, estimates, preliminary projects, 

inspections and technical advises for free. Always available on display by 

appointment! 

A trained and available staff is ready to welcome you and will guide you according 

to your needs, from the small sale to the more complicated renovation. The active 

part of the staff is the owner who carries out inspections, welcomes you in the 

showroom and follows you with the works, making all the experience gathered 

over time available!! It is possible to showcase all the works carried out in these 

years of activity and therefore we list below some of our works and some of our 

main clients, with whom we have had the pleasure to work with and we were 

able to establish a relation of trust and professionalism.. 

Immobiliare Silva construction of building (sky/earth) with 10 properties 

 

Console Marcello Milano attic recovery for 8 two-room apartments 
 

Agenzia immobiliare 

Studio Arch. Monteforte  

Studio Arch. Grignani 

Studio Arch. Hampe 

Studio Amm. Ferrari building maintenance 



Studio Amm. Pravettoni 

Coedil plant engineering for 40 apartments 

Vomm — Rozzano 

Karma srl Torino 

Renovation of private properties 

Here below some samples of our works: 
 

 

Milano - Via Silva 



 

Rozzano - Via Eugenio Curiel 



 



IL NOSTRO SHOW ROOM 

 

 



 

 

Hidro Due S.R.L. 

Via Fabio Filzi, 14, 20026 Novate Milanese 
Ml http:ftrw%/.hidrodue.it Tel. 02 354 

4206 hidrodue@libero.it 


